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RAP is a non-profit NGO providing technical and policy assistance to 
government officials on energy and environmental issues. RAP is funded 
globally by several foundations and government agencies. 
RAP has worked in more than 18 nations and 50 states and provinces, 
and now works closely with the European Climate Foundation in 
Brussels. 

Richard Cowart is the Director of European Programmes for RAP. 
Formerly Chair of the Vermont PSB (utilities regulator), Chair of  the US 
Regulators’  Committee on Energy & Environment, and of the US 
National Council on Competition and the Electric Industry.

Recent assignments include work with  the UK Department of Energy 
and Climate Change, the US Congress, the Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative (RGGI), the California PUC,  China’s national energy and 
environmental agencies and the NARUC Climate Policy Task Force.



Topics for today

1. Why the power sector is key to 2050 goals
2. ETS has a central role in GHG reduction and carbon prices are an 

important tool
3. Short term problem – carbon prices not high enough 
4. Longer term problem – higher prices are not enough, by 

themselves, to drive the transition of the power sector 
5. Power markets and carbon markets together -- can create high 

costs of reduction for consumers
6. Carbon revenues are just as important as carbon prices
7. A full suite of complementary policies is needed to drive 80% 

GHG reductions in Europe.
8. Policies (e.g., end-use efficiency) can deliver low-cost savings, 

permits higher ambition (e.g., -30% by 2020; fewer offsets, etc.)



EU-27 total GHG emissions

GtCO2e per year

SOURCE: Global GHG Abatement Cost Curve v2.0, IEA WEO 2009, US EPA, EEA, team analysis
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1 Global GHG Cost Curve 2 Large efficiency improvements already in baseline 
3 CCS applied to 50% of industry (cement, chemistry, iron and steel, petroleum and gas, not applied to other industries) 

There is a solution space for reaching 
the economy-wide 80% reduction target in 2050 
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Where will power sector 
reductions come from?

3 main possibilities:

 Reduce consumption 

 Re-dispatch the existing fleet 

 Lower the emission profile of new generation   

(including repowering)

For each opportunity, ask: 

1. How many tons will it avoid? 

2. How much will it cost consumers per ton ?

3. What tools – including carbon market rules -- get the 
best results on #1 & #2 ?



Carbon prices/taxes alone will deliver only 

a part of the abatement needed

Carbon price most effective

Programs needed to 

surmount market barriers

More support 

needed

to deploy new 

technology



Challenge #1: It’s hard to affect 
demand (enough) with carbon prices

 Demand for electricity is relatively inelastic

 Long-term price-elasticity of demand is about -0,2 to 
-0,3.  (i.e., 10% increase in price yields a 2% to 3% 
decrease in demand)

 About enough to slow BAU load growth in one year 

 BUT: the income-elasticity of demand is positive (as 
incomes rise, so does demand)

What price increase would be needed to turn load 
growth negative in a Europe with rising incomes and 
modern economies? 



Challenge #2: Carbon taxes and auctions to sources can 
increase wholesale power prices with little effect on 

dispatch or emissions

Base case

With $25 carbon price

Price increase due to carbon price

Demand at 130,000 MW

Source: “The Change in Profit Climate: How will carbon-emissions policies affect the generation fleet?” 

Victor Niemeyer, (EPRI) -- Public Utilities Fortnightly May 2007  <some captions, demand and price lines added>

:



Challenge #3: will carbon charges alone 
deliver new clean generation?

How high must the allowance price be to drive 
replacement of coal/gas with wind/solar, on 
market prices alone? 

 Counter-example: With the RPS or FIT, consumers 
pay just for the incremental cost of new RE --
without also paying increased costs for the 
existing fleet of coal, gas, and nuclear. 

 So far: Most new low-emissions generation (and 
EE investments) result from Feed-in Tariffs and 
RPS policies, not cap-and trade price effects.



Investor perspective…
Market and policy uncertainties undercut investor 

willingness to build clean generation

Will the carbon price be high enough, for long 
enough?  
– The carbon market can be highly volatile
– Will governments relax carbon rules in response to 

high prices or other problems?

Will fuel prices stay high enough, for long 
enough?
Will power markets permit capital cost 

recovery for high capital/low fuel cost assets?
Will transmission access, rates, rules provide 

what renewables projects really need?



Challenge #4: How much would relying on 
carbon prices alone cost consumers?

 Carbon price must be pretty high to save many tons 
(for gas to displace coal, etc.)

 Fossil units almost always set the clearing price

Wholesale markets (European goal) magnify the 
price effect

 Short-term clearing price provides the benchmark 
for longer-term and bilateral contracts

 SO: Carbon cost to sellers raises prices generally

 Inframarginal rent a/k/a “windfall gains” to 
generators paid for by consumers



ETS causes price increases in 
EU power markets

Source: Sijm, et al, The Impact of the EU ETS on Electricity Prices, Final Report to DG Environment, December 2008 (ECN-E-08-007)



“High cost tons” 
in the EU context

Scenario Carbon price 
20 Euros

Carbon price 
40 Euros

Notes/
Source

Event/Result No demand response Price-elasticity -.2

(a) Power price 
increase 

€ 10.9 /MWh € 23.2 /MHz Table 5.2

(b) Total sales 3016 TWh 2881 TWh Table 5.7

(c) Total Cost increase € 33 Billion € 66.8 Billion (a)  X  (b)

(d) Emission 
reduction

133 Mt 

(all due to redispatch)

363 Mt

(165 Mt from 

dispatch,

198 Mt from demand 

response)

Tables 5.11 & 5.12

(e) Consumer cost 
per tonne reduced

€ 248 per tonne € 184 per tonne (c) ÷ (d)

Source: Sijm, et al, The Impact of the EU ETS on Electricity Prices, Final Report to DG Environment, December 2008 (ECN-E-08-007)

[Row (e) is a RAP calculation based on Tables in the report, as shown.]



Part II – Complementary tools to support 
sustained reductions at lower costs

 Relying on price alone is more expensive, less likely to 
succeed than a complete policy portfolio: 

-Cap and trade, plus a policy & programme menu ;

 A full suite of complementary policies is needed.            
Five  main elements: 
1. Efficiency targets, standards, and programmes

2. Low-emissions generation: FITs, RPS, CCS supports 

3. Power market reforms 

4. Grid investments for renewable power, “smart” load

5. Recycling carbon revenue -- “Cap-and-invest” to accelerate 
cap/trade success & contain program costs 



1. Energy efficiency is the 
cornerstone of success

Treat efficiency as a zero-carbon power 
system resource

Develop comprehensive approaches

Provide sufficient and stable funding
– 25% public funding will leverage 75% private 

finance

Create trusted, effective delivery systems

Reform how utilities make money
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Annual CO2 Emissions Saved by: Increasing Rates 3%; and Increasing Rates 3% to Fund Energy 
Efficiency (Ohio Example)

Annual carbon dioxide 
emissions avoided from 
raising rates 3% and 
funding EE

Annual carbon dioxide 
emissions avoided from 
raising rates 3%

Cumulative CO2

emissions avoided 

from raising rates 3% 

and funding EE, 

2006-2026: 1,557 

million tons

Cumulative CO2

emissions avoided 

from raising rates 3%, 

2006-2026: 209 

million tons

Assumptions: Electricity use increases by 1.7% per year; Retail electric sales increase by 3%; Price elasticity is -0.25 (-0.75 for a 3% 

increase), distributed over 5 years; Carbon dioxide emissions are 0.915 tons per MWh in Ohio; Cost of EE is 3 cents per kWh; 

Average EE measure life is 12 years

Efficiency programs can save 7x more 
carbon per consumer $ than carbon taxes 

or prices



2. Generation: what tools are needed 
to decarbonize generation in Europe?  

 Realistic power solutions require active portfolio 
policies, not just carbon prices

 Policies to create low-carbon generation: 

– Emissions Performance Standards (EPS) to halt the “lock-
in” of new unabated coal units

– New technology: Accelerate the transition with policies 
and supports (e.g., CCS development, PV direct supports )

– New capacity: Feed-in-Tariffs, Renewables Obligations, 
EU binding targets all have a continuing role



3. Regional low-carbon power 
markets  

 Are Europe’s ambitions consistent? 
– Power market integration not necessarily aligned with 

GHG reduction goals

 Regional wholesale power markets designed for a 
clean energy future

(Not just a place where cheap commodity electrons dominate)

 Forward capacity markets (FCM) can provide 
greater certainty to high capital cost units, and pay 
for EE and demand response

 Demand Response programmes essential to the 
future low-carbon grid (~20% dispatchable load)



4. Advanced Transmission 
and Distribution Grids

Investing in much greater transfer 
capability
– Transmission systems designed for European-

wide renewables balancing

Funding, cost allocation, access rules must 
reflect realities of renewable power

Smart Policies for the “smart grid” and 
dispatchable load



20

SOURCE: Imperial College, KEMA

Grid Costs: Transmission requirements for a 60% RE scenario in the EU
With DSM: E100 Billion; Without DSM: E150 Billion
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UK&Ireland-France 14 (2) 67

UK&Ireland-Nordel 0 (0) 0

UK&Ireland-Central 4 (0) 70

France-Iberia 41 (1) 69

France-Central 22 (6) 76

France-Mid-Europe 10 (3) 94

France-South Europe 3 (3) 93

Nordel-Central 3 (3) 81

Nordel-Baltic 5 (2) 69

Central-Mid-Europe 4 (4) 82

Central-Europe-Baltic 11 (1) 85

Mid-Europe-Baltic 2 (3) 73

Mid-Eastern Europe 4 (2) 88

Mid-Europe-South 5 (5) 59

Eastern-South Europe 10 (1) 75
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Legend



5. Design cap-and-trade 
for efficiency: 

The “Cap and Invest” strategy

 Allocate allowances to consumer trustees  or public agencies. 
Generators need to purchase allowances, recycling much 
windfall revenue BACK to consumers

 Energy regulators/gov’t supervise use of the money to benefit 
consumers  and accelerate the low-carbon transition

 Best result: focus these $ on investments that lower 
carbon (EE, RE, and CCS)

 Results: 
– Lower cost per ton avoided, lighter consumer impact;
– Lighter macro-economic impact (efficiency is low-societal cost 

resource);
– Quicker progress in reducing GHG emissions;
– Less need to intervene with price caps, relief to industry, etc.
– Political “space” to raise ambition, lower the cap 



Success Story on Revenue Recycling: 
The Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative 

(RGGI)

 Regional cap on power 
sector GHG emissions

 Cap, reduce GHGs by 10% 
by 2018

 RGGI region: 10 Northeast 
states

 Population equal to Belgium, 
Sweden, Austria, Denmark, 
Switzerland, & Ireland  

 Launch 2009 –5th auction 
held recently

 $500 million raised for end-
use efficiency



Carbon Prices Alone Are Not 
Enough

Carbon 
prices and 
markets

Clean 
Energy 
Policies

Green 
Technolo

gy



Questions? 

Richard Cowart, Regulatory Assistance Project

Posted at www.raponline.org
Email questions to rcowart@raponline.com


